
Dear BASIS Charter School community in Texas,

Based on Gov. Abbott’s announcement as well as local/state guidance, at this time, BASIS Charter Schools in Texas will remain closed at least through Friday, April 24, 2020.

To help manage the potential number of messages associated with school closure dates, going forward, we will provide you once-per-week updates (on Tuesdays) on closure status with any changes in dates. We will also publish these updates on our websites and social media.

Despite this longer closure announcement, distance learning is continuing for our students. We are so grateful for the efforts of our teachers, staff, and families to provide educational continuity. We also thank you for your feedback. As we have written before, please ensure that your students have access to an internet connection and at least one device that meets the minimum requirements for Teams. Please reach out to the Head of Operations if your student does not have either device access or internet access at home.

Thank you for your attention to our messages and for your patience as we learn to navigate distance learning together!

Sincerely,

Peter Bezanson
CEO, BASIS Educational Ventures

Aaron Kindel
CEO, BASIS.ed